
2/27.4oth only the early a.m. radio 
reports to go on and them from only c 
one station on Sunday, I don't.know 
much about the O-N communique, but 
,rfrom the initial, brief description, 
not direct quotation, it seems like 

--tilt N. will get the chance I forecast 
„Ito come back and cite the words of 
caChairman Chiang. It seems, in the 
u-ilabsence of a text to study, to be U4 
the statement of general policy we 
both visualized and as that good in 
promising,., if at no set date, total 
withdrawal of US troops ffrom SE 
Atia. That doesnkt foreclose either 
dirty or tricky work in the immediate 
future, but I think it is the inevit7 
able need of the US and that he wil4 
by and large, live.with it and, as 
some President must, live with the 
reality of what JET{ could not survive 
the shifting away from acg. X. economy. 
It is ironic that forces compelle.it 
this of the man who in his own right 
and from his own thinking would not 
have been capable of it. In retro-
spect, I'll not be surprised if we 
are ultimately told that the general 
terms of SEAsian withdrawal as an 
unimpte and the genera];  statement, 
that Taiwan is part of 'hina, were 
understood, if not set, in,advance, 
which could have accounted for the 
early and single vvithit with Mao as 
well as Mao's shrewdness. I suggest 
that the wording of the radio report 
gives something to USSR in that it. 
uses Khruschev's words of peaceful 
coexistence between unlike systems. 
If.the USSR takes other language as 
not vs its interest, I think your 
forecast that this can involve them a 
and Japan may turn out to be the case 
in time. I guess the secret of dealin 
with the US as the one Khruschev saw, 
to take advantage of our hangups and 
use intellectual judo to force us to 
do what is to our interest, something 
the realities of neanderthal modern 
America makes impossible for any 
politician on his own. And then the 
other countries can get what they 
want, we get what we need in spite 
of ourselves, and it appears that we 
have scored a major diplomatic vic-
tory. I think you will find that this 
does cut the ground out from under-
neath the Ashbrooks... An interesting 
sign of the times is a minor PSA on 
this station a few minutes ago. I'm 
listening to the radio, a little 

Taiwanese set pretty good on EN, as I 
write this, Red Women's Detachment 
as a movie begins its run in Washing-
ton tonight. It was not arranged by 
Kissinger but by a Chinese restaurat-
eur! A real 'hinese capitalist who 
had been permitted to go to Llina 
about a month ago, who saw it there 
and then made the arrangements to get 
a print of the film. When it gets 
free radio advertising, and I suspect 
all the local stations will give that 
we do have a sign of the times, no? 
Without time to think, I suggest that 
this means the large new military 
expenditures will be naval ind in 
the traditional sense of the past 
more closely "defensive", anti-sub-
marine, etc. Again, Chairman Khrus-
chev c oe cited. It can now be 



justified.  ox the basis of not end: to 
the SALT 'talks, which we have kept 
and'Will for a,t1east keep for a 

while longer from the success they 
Can have. We'll make, it• seem that the 
PSSR alone-. is redponsible,. We can use 
this deal as an argUment. of' eUr in-
tentions and we'll have- to! see how • 
they read it....Announcement, if 
unofficial, of the two reporters. 
who will be Rermit-ted to stay is 
interesting:no immediate; press, one 

:weekly man, one Columnist....last 
word says we didn't give anyti 'Ling awal 
away because Kissinger sayd these • 
are things we were going to do, any-
way. They are anticiPati.ng .the act-, 
ualitY, opposition claims that Whine. 
`gave nothing away. N will Ile claiming 
that, he is the newPerry.He opened 
the monolith: of the-east to the world. 

think we.'were pretty good anal- 
ysts.. Not icatiwing your plans for yout 
retirement, I again„  suggest that with 
your background,, this new. world, does 
.open' an entirely new and I think 
rewarding and satisfactory Career to 
yo,u both. There will be endless maga-
zine,  interest in.  the early days, the 
Atherican figures in it, ana most 
attractive will be th4 first-person 
accounts....I. think it apporpriate 
that after a Week of rain and fog 
following a heavy blizzard that leave: 
drifts founrfive feet high still, 
now we have a very bright sun rising. 
.i:.Tidbit on radio:. Nixon and. Chou hac 
disagreement.oter women, N asking if 
0:didn't think Women.were more intel-
ligent , in the affairs of the hthme. 
0 iaid. to hate &id:A.1%ot :necessarily:a_ 
I do-  riot think this Casts N in the 
women's lib role as much as it does-. 
C. But I still !can't account.for hid 

,di s tance , physical separation from 
N in the ls.tter days to fat;gue. It 
persisted in ElnagchoW, as T made 
obvious.: When they got in,tHe. boat, 
they even-  sat at.separate tables. The 
cameras got them through the windows. 
N at Pat were on the side to:ward the 
cameras, the dock; and 0 Was clearly 
visible-sitting alone on the opppsite 
side," his right arm, on -which I'd - 
comt anted earlier, raise in a- wave. 
I guess,- you really have to know .N.r 


